VITHOULKAS EVENT SPAIN - BARCELONA, 2020
As a continuation of a good tradition, the seminar of Dr. Atul Jaggi was held in
Barcelona for the third time from January 31 to February 2, 2020.
This time, the seminar was built in such a way that each of those present at it,
could feel like a direct participant in live communication and interaction with
the lecturer.
Atul and Latika Jaggi provided each listener with four cases in advance for an
independent decision in order to subsequently analyse all the possible errors
that await us even in the most uncomplicated at first glance cases.
In the continuation of the seminar, Dr. Atul presented to our attention several
complex chronic cases with a long lasting observation period, which included
a complete analysis of cases, strategies of prescribing and video materials on
which we could track the dynamics of cases.
We also had the opportunity to witness the taking of a live case and then
discuss the prescription.
On one of the days, Dr. Atul demonstrated several acute cases that were
examined with examples from the Theory of Levels of Health and possible
patient reactions after taking a remedy.
Dr. Latika Jaggy presented an informative and entertaining video for every
practicing homeopath, in which Professor George Vithoulkas presents his
clarifications on his theory of Levels of Health.
Each time, analysing his conclusions, we understand and see in practice how
vital it is and how much our success as homeopaths, depends on how well we
conduct our practice and what ideas we are guided by. Each of us must
understand that the success, that we measure by healing the bodies and souls
of patients, can only be on the side of those, who profess only the methods of
Classical Homeopathy.
And such events like this seminar and all summer seminars at the Academy of
Classical Homeopathy help us in this.
And of course, like every time, everyone was looking forward to Skype
conference with Professor George Vithoulkas at which everyone present could
ask their questions to our beloved Master.
It’s impossible to describe the emotions that the Professor gives us, answering
every question with his own unique manner of communication, depth and
wisdom, and at the same time finding simple answers to complex questions.
I remembered the moment when Latika quoted George’s words: “I never
notice what a man is wearing - I look in his eyes.”
So in conclusion, I would like to wish all of us to look into each other's eyes
more often and to see the soul in them.
And meetings of like-minded people like this wonderful seminar, will allow us

to unite for our common goals and continue to follow the traditions of
classical homeopathy.
Many thanks to Atul and Latka Jaggi for their loyalty and incredible dedication
to this beautiful science called Homeopathy and also to our dear Teacher and
charismatic personality - George Vithoulkas, thanks to whom we gather and
unite together for the sake of our science.
Special thanks to the organisers of the Seminar - Juan García and Merce
Meseguer for the fact that everything was organised at the highest level.

